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i finally had the opportunity to play this game.
if you have ever played gt1-3, the strategy of
the races is the same. but gtr is all about
utilizing terrain deformation in a game engine.
there is one key difference though. gtr offers
the first content with dynamic terrain where
the landscape is real and responds to the
action. the best example would be the use of
real-life vehicle paths and roads to act as cut
lines, where they can be used as shortcuts in a
race. you can not use any of the gtr mod
series addons without first installing gtr-1.8.
bucky's is made to work directly with gtr 2
without any mods (one of the best addons for
gt as it includes a full set of gtr 2 cars). far cry
is made to work with modded gtr 1.8 (one of
the best addons for gtr as it includes a full set
of gtr 1.8 cars). the new title screen is a big
improvement over gt5's. you can now get into
the game quickly, and get an idea of the
terrain and the position of the other cars. also
the text that is displayed is way better then
gt5's. you will notice that gtr has dynamic
terrain effects (which are super awesome),
and yet that text that is going to tell you
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where the other cars are is a little too slow to
be useful. it could be made better by the
developer of the addon. also see black holes
(gtr addons). while it is up to modders to
justify the use of this, i've seen many people
in the modding community argue that gtr2 is
better designed than gtr1 and that in turn
makes it easier to mod for it. which really isn't
much more than a personal opinion so i won't
be addressing it. but since i was playing gtr2
more than any gtr1 mod i saw, it was the thing
that i thought most people should try first.
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and finally i would suggest using a vpn when
playing online, the devs had issues when the

servers ran out and people were using the
game like that it would be like a game out of

tnt poker for multiplayers, the server wouldn't
be able to take the amount of requests and it

would crash the server or people would be
kicked out. it is a huge difference to use a vpn

for when you are playing online. the good
news is that most of your cars are fine, but if
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you've saved tires, special parts, people, etc.
you need to complete those challenges. if the
first time you try it you get busted too hard for

the car, you can delete your garage and try
again. after doing so, return to stremio, sign
into your account and delete all your content
and settings, download a fresh clean install of
stremio from the store (otherwise you'll have
to redownload all your addons as you have no
saved settings and there will be no content for

it to install), then install the
"unification_bugfix" addons from the store to

add them all back in. popcorn time is currently
available for windows and mac os. but if you
use linux, there is a solution to this. popcorn

time has an official app available for windows,
macos, and ios and android. but for linux

users, that particular version wont work with
some streams. so if youre playing some

pirated content on linux and want to switch to
popcorn time, you need to use the official

ubuntu app. to get it, you first download the
ubuntu app for your computer from

https://popcorn-time.org/ (for ubuntu users
only). then, install it using the following
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